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1. Introduction: Learning Objective
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Learning Objective

This module provides:

1. Best practices in debunking the renewable (solar) myths.

2. Best practices in communicating renewable (solar) 
energies.
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2. Understanding Debunking the Myths



Debunking the myths
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Removing the influence of myths is not as simple as packing
more information into people’s heads.

Refuting misinformation involves dealing with complex cognitive
processes.

There is also an added complication, not only is misinformation
difficult to remove, debunking a myth can actually strengthen it in
people’s minds.

Communication campaigns have to focus in the undecided
majority.
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3. Main Body of Presentation
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Main Body of Presentation

1 Best practices in debunking the myths

2 Best practices in communicating renewable (solar) energy

trends and innovation
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Understanding what a myth is

 

A myth is a widely held but false belief or idea.



Debunking the renewable (solar) myths
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Familiarity backfire effect

Source: Cook, J., Lewandowsky, S. (2011)
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Overkill backfire effect

Source: Cook, J., Lewandowsky, S. (2011)
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Worldview backfire effect

Source: Cook, J., Lewandowsky, S. (2011)
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Source: Cook, J., Lewandowsky, S. (2011)

Core fact communicated in headline.
Core fact reinforced in opening paragraph, fleshed out 
with additional details.

Core fact reinforced with infographic.

Explicit warning cueing reader that misinformation is 
coming and indicating the nature of the misinformation.

The myth
The gap created by this debunking is how can there be 
a consensus if 31,000 scientists dissent? This gap is 
filled by explaining that almost all the 31,000 scientists
are not climate scientists.
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Debunking the renewable (solar) myths
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Debunking the renewable (solar) myths

https://offgridworld.com/10-solar-power-myths-debunked/

http://www.estelasolar.org/Docs/2016_ESTELA_Debunking_Myths_Final.pdf

https://www.irena.org/-
/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Events/2013/Jan/10/6_Nada.pdf?la=en&hash=DE31
B9CE7EDDF53B30EC019B6CB236E2EFEB580E

https://medium.com/solarhood/top-6-myths-of-rooftop-solar-debunked-
e2929739865b

https://zerohomebills.com/top-10-solar-energy-myths-debunking-10-solar-
energy-myths/

https://center4ee.org/debunking-solar-myths/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5zd5uLfssc

https://offgridworld.com/10-solar-power-myths-debunked/
http://www.estelasolar.org/Docs/2016_ESTELA_Debunking_Myths_Final.pdf
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Events/2013/Jan/10/6_Nada.pdf?la=en&hash=DE31B9CE7EDDF53B30EC019B6CB236E2EFEB580E
https://medium.com/solarhood/top-6-myths-of-rooftop-solar-debunked-e2929739865b
https://zerohomebills.com/top-10-solar-energy-myths-debunking-10-solar-energy-myths/
https://center4ee.org/debunking-solar-myths/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5zd5uLfssc
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Efforts emphasized on myths, not on legitimate worries.

Target audience is unclear.

Overlapping, incohesive efforts.

Media engagement is poor.

Information only, no consultation or deliberation.

Opposition is underestimated.

Lack in knowledge relevant to developing countries.

Common pitfalls of addressing public concerns. 

Debunking the renewable (solar) myths
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Main Body of Presentation

1 Best practices in debunking the myths

2 Best practices in communicating renewable (solar) energy

trends and innovation



Myths about PV technology
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1. Partnering and financing: Partnerships broaden the reach of communications
and reduce costs – which is crucial in the context of RE communications,
which tend to have limited funding. Cooperating with like-minded institutions
can increase human and financial resources available for the campaign, which
in turn has the possibility of improving its design, reach and overall
effectiveness while simultaneously reducing cost burdens for those involved.
Partnering is critical, there is a lack of a unique voice for the solar sector.

2. Pre-campaign research: Research builds in-depth understanding of target
audiences and provides insights into how best to communicate with them,
producing more effective communications. Better preparation can also reduce
costs.

Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns
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3. Definition of objectives: A RE campaign will only be as targeted, measurable
and successful as its objectives allow it to be. Precise and clearly defined
campaign objectives have a number of advantages: first, they facilitate a more
accurate evaluation of a strategy later on – broad goals, such as that of
“awareness-raising”, are difficult to measure; second, they generate more
precise definitions of target audiences, in turn enhancing a campaign’s specific
prospects of success; and finally, carefully defined objectives help the
development of the tailored messages needed to convince specific groups.

4. Time planning and duration: Timing is everything for RE communications
campaigns. Appropriate timing and duration are keys to a campaign being
perceived as relevant by its target audiences. Longer campaigns are able to
build effective distribution networks for their messages.

Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns
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Source: IEA-RETD (2013)

Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns

5. Audience definition and segmentation: 
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Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns

5. Audience definition and segmentation: 
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The most important guiding principles for the development of messaging include:
Messages must be personally relevant and linked to audience concerns to 
maximise attention levels;
Messages provoking emotional responses tend to be more memorable and 
effective;
Messages should motivate individuals to become actively cognitively engaged 
e.g. by means of unusual, unfamiliar and novel presentation of content;
Messages should be short, simple and salient, detailed technical and factual 
information is less important;
Individuals do not make classically rational decisions, which should be taken into 
account when formulating messages;
Individuals tend to value fairness and act pro-socially, particularly if free-riding 
can be minimised.

Source: IEA-RETD (2013)

6. Campaign messaging
Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns
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Individuals perceive the value of an object higher if they already possess it than if 
they don’t.

Source: IEA-RETD (2013)

6. Campaign messaging

Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns
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7. Campaign creatives: Aiming only to be heard or seen is not enough,
particularly in a crowded arena such as energy policy – RE campaigns must
compete with communications about other energy sources, and strive to be
remembered and acted upon. Communications messages should be placed
into compelling and memorable stories. Simply getting a target audience to
hear or see a message is alone challenging, but ensuring they will remember
it, let alone absorb it deeply enough to change their perception, is another
issue all together.

8. Campaign channels: Efforts must be made to match audience segments
identified as particularly relevant to RE deployment with communications
channels they personally value and are exposed to. Successful campaigns
should identify or create distribution networks for content, ensuring that each
channel is well-matched to its intended audience. Poorly functioning
mechanisms for distribution of content, or the content not being sufficiently
compelling to generate impact, resulted in a lack of interest, particularly in
some web-based campaigns.

Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns
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9. Evaluation: Learning from your mistakes is only an option if you know what
mistakes were made. Evaluating communications practices allows
organizations to assess whether the communications measures have been
successful in meeting their defined objectives, and will provide information that
will allow communications strategies to be refined in the future. An important
shortcoming of many campaigns is that original objectives were not well-
defined, so it was difficult to define success for the campaigns. Additionally,
evaluations are often not budgeted for and therefore were not carried out.

10.Proactive response to negative media coverage: There are many
misconceptions and negative opinions expressed about RE in the media, and
these should be addressed to enhance understanding and perceptions of RE.
It was generally observed that the negative media campaigns which have
created the need for RE communications activism in some national contexts
were never addressed directly. RE communicators should actively engage with
individuals (e.g. journalists and politicians) and institutions that publish
falsehoods in open fora.

Best practices in renewable energy communication campaigns
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4. Concluding Remarks
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1. Avoid reinforcing myths.

2. Focus on facts on benefits and advantages.

3. Core facts should be presented visually.

4. Target the undecided majority rather than the unswayable minority.

5. Publish arguments according to level of audience.

6. Engage specialized media and opinion leaders in briefings and 
dialogue.

7. Proactively participate in public debates.

Concluding Remarks
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5. Further Reading
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IEA-RETD (2013): Communication Best‐Practices for Renewable Energies. Available at: 
http://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/sites/default/files/downloads/resource/Re-
Communicate_Communication_best-practices_for_renewable_energy.pdf

IRENA (2013): Workshop: Social Acceptance of Renewable Energy. Website homepage: 
https://www.irena.org/events/2013/Oct/Workshop-Social-Acceptance-of-Renewable-
Energy

Cook, J., Lewandowsky, S. (2011), The Debunking Handbook. St. Lucia, Australia: 
University of Queensland. Available at:
https://skepticalscience.com/docs/Debunking_Handbook.pdf

http://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/sites/default/files/downloads/resource/Re-Communicate_Communication_best-practices_for_renewable_energy.pdf
https://www.irena.org/events/2013/Oct/Workshop-Social-Acceptance-of-Renewable-Energy
https://skepticalscience.com/docs/Debunking_Handbook.pdf
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6. Knowledge Checkpoint:
Multiple Choice Questions
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